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The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

Club

0.12pt

4.72mm
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The Logo 

 The Vintage Club marque is the ‘stamp’ of 
the company image and brand, proudly recognising 
and representing the originality and creativity of the 
company. Therefore it must only be used within the 
f ixed guidelines to maintain branding recognition and 
a consistent identity.

 The marque features two layers, the top 
consists of a reworked cursive script largely sized 
above a smaller line of type; the second a square 
graphic, dashed outline centred below; sized so the 
text sits across.

 The contrast between the cursive and 
computer script represents the company’ equal focus 
on creativity as a fashion brand yet professionalism 
as a business. 

 The brush-stroke, square graphic acts 
as a brand stamp. Similar to a sewing patch, its 
dashed appearance associates with sewing lines. The 
stroke style is interchangeable to adapt to dif ferent 
scenarios and contexts, whilst keeping in line with 
the corporate colours to consist with the brand.

 The particular width and point size must be 
maintained at the stated size for when placed with 
the marque.
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Club

The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

ClubX

4 X
9.5 X

Club

28mm 
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Relative Dimensions 

 The measurements shown display the 
relationship between the 3 marque elements. The 
logo should always read ‘Vintage Club’ and be 
displayed with the background graphic outline, 
this format and collective should be maintained 
regardless of application or context.

 The graphic outline is an exception to this 
rule, which can act solely as the identity motif. It 
is interchangeable as the linear strokes variate in 
length, style and colour however are always retained 
in a strict square shape.

 ‘x ’ is equal to the height of the text element 
‘Club’, specif ically the height of ‘C’. This should be 
used as a reference to the spacing and measurements 
between the ‘Vintage’ cursive and the graphic 
outline.

 The minimum width the logo should be is 
28mm, any smaller than this and it would become 
visually illegible at full scale.
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3 X

The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

Club
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Exclusion Zone 

 For full clarity and legibility a strict 
exclusion zone around the marque must be followed. 
This means any elements including photography, text 
or graphic imagery are prohibited within the shown 
boundaries. Again ‘x ’ is defined as the height of 
‘Club’.

 This exclusion zone is also appropriate for 
page edge placements, keeping minimum distance 
from as ‘x ’. When and if placing the marque in corner 
locations it is preferred the distance between two 
adjacent sides or parallel.
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The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

ClubClub

Club Club
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Marque Variations

 There are 4 main marque variations, which 
are all acceptable, however chosen depending on the 
given conditions.
 
 The main marque (shown top left) is in 
full colour; black type with the ‘vintage yellow’. The 
monotone version only changes the colour of the 
graphic dash to the ‘vintage grey’, this is to ensure 
the type remains visible and most signif icant of all 
elements (This goes for all marque variations).

 The inverted or negative marques work 
complementary to the positives. In full colour, the 
text is inverted to white to once again ensure full 
visibility and the yellow graphic is altered to the 
‘vintage blue’. Opposites on the colour spectrum, 
they are the corporate colours, a pair that thus 
aesthetically collects the brand identity together.

 The monotone negative uses a darker shade 
of ‘vintage grey’ for the graphic background for 
greater visible dif ferentiation from the white logo.
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The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

Club Club Club

Club Club
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Non-Permissive Variants

 Do not stretch, warp or in any way distort 
the marque.

 Never use a dif ferent weight, length, style 
or colour of the graphic stroke with the off icial 
logotype unless stated as permissive.

 Do not display the marque without any of 
the 3 elements, such as the graphic line.

 Do not display the marque in dif ferent 
colours from the ones stated as permissive, on 
positive, negative or photographic backgrounds.

 Do not change the composition of any 
marque element.
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The Vintage Club | Corporate Marque

Club

Club Club
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 Never display the marque against a 
textured, crowded or background that obstructs and 
removes visibility.

 If placing on a photograph or varying 
background, ensure the marque is placed all or 
mostly in an area of minimal elements and high 
contrast.
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The Vintage Club | Corporate Colours

Vintage Dark Grey

RGB    77  77  77
Primary Colours Sub-Colours

Vintage Yellow

RGB    255  255  0

Vintage Blue

RGB    0  59  255

Vintage Black

RGB    0  0  0

Vintage Grey

RGB    242  242  242
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 I have designed my manual around the RGB 
colour system, and therefore my colours have been 
selected from this.

 The colours are been named after the brand 
to signify they are the off icial colours that represent 
us.

 There are only two colours used within the 
corporate marque: Vintage Black and Vintage Yellow. 
However when overlooking the brand as a whole, 
Vintage Blue and Vintage Grey are encompassed. 
This minimal colour palette keeps a consistent and 
recognisable theme as the two full colours are fresh 
and dynamic, representative of the industry and the 
brands forward-looking image.

 Vintage Dark Grey is only used for one 
purpose - used on the graphic lines within the 
monotone, negative corporate marque (when 
displayed against a black background).
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The Vintage Club | Corporate Typeface

Raleway
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Calibri Light (50+ Tracking)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Calibri Light (Italics, 50+ Tracking)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Playfair Display
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Playfair Display (Italics)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
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Typefaces 

 We use only a set selection of unif ied fonts 
throughout our identity and applications. These 
are used in particular weights and other alterations 
such as italics however not overly varied to keep a 
consistent and collected identity.

 Raleway is used only for the logotype and 
is not to be used throughout the brand and other 
applications.

 Calibri Light is used as copy or for body of 
text, for example within a letter or catalogue. This 
should not be used for display or titular purposes.

 Calibri Light in italics is used for sub-
headings and other sub-display text to place adjacent 
to Calibri body text.

 Playfair Display is used for main display 
applications, headings and other titular purposes. 
Hierarchically this should be used above both Calibri 
Light and Calibri Light in italics.

 Playfair Display in italics should be used 
adjacent to the normal version and can also be used 
for display purposes, however is sometimes used to 
dif ferentiate contexts of text within the same title 
or line for example; The Vintage Club (Normal) | 
Corporate Typeface (Italics)
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The Vintage Club | Business Stationery
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 The corporate marque is featured within all 
stationery. The standard letterhead size is A4, which 
features the marque placed top of the letter, centred 
to the page. This also features the same sized graphic 
marque at the bottom of the page, which mirrors 
the main marque placement and displays the contact 
information body. 

 This text is centred parallel to the marque 
centralisation at size 8 point. The graphic line is one 
singular stroke at 0.1 weight, however it does not join 
together to form a square and fades away towards 
the end. It is displayed in the corporate colour 
Vintage Grey, signifying its informative hierarchy 
is second to the corporate logo marque at the top. 
Both marques are measured 10mm away from either 
vertical end of the page to allow plenty of space for 
the main body of information.

 The business card is the standard UK size 
of 85mm by 55mm. The front side simply displays the 
corporate logo on a white background, sized at 48 by 
38mm and centre aligned.

 The back side features the contact 
information and name of cards holder and position 
within the business. The main body of information 
is in Calibri Light at size 6 point placed a few spaces 
below the main information which is the name and 
position title. These are written in type Playfair 
Display and displayed at size 11 point. The position 
title is placed on a large graphic stroke directly below 
the name and is in white to dif fer from the colour of 
the stroke. All the stated text on the card information 
is aligned left to each-other directly in the centre of 
the page.

 The compliment slip is similar to the 
letterhead, featuring the same two marques centred 
aligned into the page, mirroring each other at 5mm 
away from either vertical end of the slip.

 The main corporate logo is placed at the 
top of the page, informing its hierarchy against the 
bottom marque which informs the purpose of the 
stationery . It features the text in Playfair Display 
italics at size 20 point. The contact information of 
the slip sender is placed at the right of the page 
top aligned to the top marque, sized in 6 point. The 
name-holder is shown in font Playfair Display italics, 
whilst the contact information is shown in Calibri 
Light.
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The Vintage Club | Print Design
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 Print Media

 On the left is an example of a brochure 
design, which is square to correspond to the 
dimensions of the corporate marque and branding.

 The marque should be featured in the 
centre of all print brochures and catalogue media, 
varying in design depending on background and 
content.

 Header text describing the purpose of a 
print application should be Playfair Display font in 
italics, placed in the bottom right hand corner.
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The Vintage Club | Applications
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 In-Store

 Shown are examples of the brand across 
merchandise within our retail stores.

 All items of clothing will feature the graphic 
insignia inside the neckline, stating the item was 
designed and created by The Vintage Club. Also they 
will have a roped tag, which will feature the full 
corporate marque in positive along the bottom and 
on the back side price and other information.

 The shopping bags will be one size and 
designed to be highly-polished. It will be coloured in 
Vintage Dark Grey and feature the corporate marque 
in full colour negative, centred-aligned to state 
importance. It also will feature the iconic graphic 
mark/stroke that runs across the brand, placed below 
the marque.
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The Vintage Club | Applications
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 Outdoor Signage
 
 Shown are examples of the brand across 
signage outside our stores

 Outdoor signage against walls will be 
featured in a square composition and be displayed in 
both positive and negative formats for accessibility 
and explanation of business creativity.

 They both feature the corporate marque 
and be centred into the frame. The negative features 
on a dark background whereas the positive is 
displayed on a f illed version of the company graphic 
mark.



Sam Pearson
2017


